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Abstract

Conventional power systems have been experiencing transition from centralized supply side management to decentralized supply and demand side management due to power system restructuring and addition of distributed generations (DGs) and Smart Grids (SGs) or Smart Distribution Systems (SDSs) with renewable power sources in the past two decades. Therefore, load management under the new operating environment becomes more difficult than that under the conventional environment. This paper presents an Intelligent Metering/Trading/Billing System (ITMBS) and its implementation in Demand Side Load Management (DSLM) of SGs and SDSs. The ITMBS provides real-time price information to customers through communication networks. Customers can adjust their demands through setting the operating time of some of the home appliances with energy storage feature such as heaters based on the real-time prices to shift their consumptions and save cost. Customers can also participate in Direct Load Control (DLC) program in control centers of micro grids to shift their air conditioning demands through changing on and off cycle based on the real-time prices and weather conditions to save energy and to shift system peak load.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Significant changes are taking place in power industries around the world. The first is power system restructuring and introduction of the power market in system operation. The second is high penetration of renewable power in conventional power systems where fossil energy is in a dominating position. The objectives of restructuring are to economically separate a vertically integrated monolithic utility into many small generation companies (Gencos), transmission companies (Transcos) and distribution companies (Discos), and to introduce competitive power market where those companies and customers can sell and buy electricity to reduce electricity cost [1]-[5]. In order to induce efficient use of transmission and generation resources by providing correct economic signals, the spot price was introduced for deregulated power systems [1]. In spot market, electricity prices are different from time to time. In such a market, consumers getting exposed to a volatile electricity prices may modify their demand profile through
mitigating their electricity consumption from one time slot to another to reduce their electricity bills. Change of customer’s consumption pattern, on the other hand, may reduce the electricity price spikes. A review of the aggregate offers made by suppliers confirms that even a modest increase in demand elasticity could dramatically reduce the extremes in price volatility. Therefore there is a strong need to increase customer participation in markets to enhance system reliability and reduce price volatility [2]. Demand responses to spot prices have been considered as a measurement of demand side load management to shift peak loads and to reduce system spinning reserve.

Direct control of air conditioning loads (ACL) is a common load management program to shelve peak loads to increase system reliability and to reduce the system operating cost. An effective optimization method for load scheduling was developed based on an analytical model, which allowed any length of the control period and any cycle rates [5]. The effect of direct control of ACL on generation system reliability was studied using the Monte Carlo simulation methodology [6]. An effective optimization method for scheduling ACL in the commercial buildings was presented to minimize the load reduction so as to reduce the effect of customers’ discomfort and to maintain company income [7]. A fuzzy load model for direct control of appliances was first developed and a methodology for optimizing both customer satisfaction and utility unit commitment savings was presented based on this fuzzy DLC load model [9]. Electrical models of heating, ventilation and air conditioning residential loads were proposed and were implemented and tested to assess their accuracy and suitability in specific kinds of applications [8]. Most of those developed techniques focused on development of direct load control models and their impact on load curves. Most of the existing implementations are for industry and commercial customers with special control equipment. The direct control of residential loads was rarely considered because of lack of control equipment.

There is a growing interest around the world in smart grid technologies such as smart metering and smart control from power industry due to the changes in power system structure and operation, and additions of small green power producers. In 2009, The Energy Market Authority (EMA) of Singapore has launched a pilot project for an “Intelligent Energy System” (IES). The project will test a range of smart grid technologies to enhance the capabilities of Singapore’s power grid infrastructure. In 2008, Science & Engineering Research Council of Singapore investigated S$38 millions initializing its first energy center. Total of S$7 millions have been awarded to 10 projects on intelligent energy distribution systems. The smart metering/trading/billing system is one of those projects. In this project, Time-of-Use (ToU) metering has been implemented to incorporate real time price in charging customers based on real time electricity consumption. Two way meters have been developed to record the electricity consumed and sold to power grid for small family renewable power producers. To save the tremendous labor cost in meter reading and billing process, many automated meter reading (AMR) systems and advanced digital meters have been studied and developed in different counties [11]-[16]. The AMR systems can read data without physical access to meters. Advanced communication technologies such as power line communication, wireless communication and optical communication network also make metering system much smarter ever with two way communication function. The advanced intelligent metering systems provide basic platforms for the implementation of direct control of residential load in distribution systems.
This paper presents an intelligent trading/metering/billing system (ITMBS) developed in Nanyang Technological University of Singapore and its implementation in Demand Side Load Management (DSLM) of smart grids (SGs) and smart distribution systems (SDSs). The ITMBS provides real time price information to customers through two way communication network. Customers can adjust their demands through setting the operating time of the home appliances with energy storage feature such as water heaters based on real time price to shift their consumptions and save costs. Customers can also participate in direct load control program in control center of a micro grid to shift their air condition demands through changing on and off circle based on the real time prices and weather conditions to save energy and to shift system peak load.

II. SYSTEM INTRODUCTION AND FUNCTIONS

A. System configuration

The proposed system is initially developed for facilitating trading, metering and billing operation among customers, power market, generation companies, retailers and small independent family power producers in future smart grids. The illustrative diagram of the system is shown in Fig. 1. The system consists of smart meters, communication networks, database and management system, website and display and control units (DCUs). General operation of the proposed system includes several steps. First, the water, gas, and electric consumption data are measured by smart meters. ZigBee and power line communication (PLC) networks are used to transfer data from meters to local servers. The DCU provides real time information regarding market price and promotion plans. Central and local databases store all the consumption data and customer information. The central system will manage all the transactions and customer information.

B. Smart Meters

Smart gas, water and electricity meters are basic components in the system. Most gas, water and energy meters currently installed in Singapore are mechanical meters and digital meters. The sensors embedded in those meters are the T-probe for water meter, pulse emitter for gas and power measurement integrated circuit for electricity. Three meters are integrated by a display and control unit designed for three meters. The meters are only used as the sensors to collect data for DCUs. The developed DCU is shown in Fig. 2.

The functions of the DCU include:

a. Collect real time consumption data from three meters. Electricity consumptions are stored in the DCU in slot of 30 minutes to implement time-of-use function to incorporate the real time prices from the power market.

b. Two way metering function of electricity meters are also implemented by the DCU to record electricity sold to power market by a small family power producer who has installed renewable power conversion system such as PV or light wind turbine generator on rooftop or backyard.

c. One of the major problems for the smart grid system is the illegal tapping of gas, water, and electricity. Threshold detection is added in the DCU. The average usage for the latest several months, which can be obtained from the consumption history, is used to detect electricity thief through comparison between the usage and the threshold. Normally, the
average usage is stable. If the usage for the previous month is much lower than the
threshold, the proposed system will remind the energy supply company to arrange staff to
check wrong doing.

(d) The DCU can display the daily, monthly and yearly gas, water and electricity
consumptions and daily usage pattern, and can provide real time market price curve. It
can also control and set the operating time period of home appliances.

e. For the smart control of home equipment, a programmable timer graphic user interface
(GUI) as shown in Fig. 3 has been developed and will be imbedded into the DCU for
customers to select operating periods of home equipment. Using the GUI, users can
easily set timer to switch on/off the appliances based on real time prices according to
their requirement. Customers can also remotely turn off their home equipment at their
working places or oversea to save energy.

f. The system has flexibility for adding more functions according to the different
requirements.

C. Communication networks

Communication networks used for the metering system include ZigBee wireless
communication and power line communication and internet networks. The ZigBee is mainly
used for the applications which require a low data rate and long battery life. The PLC is a
technology to transfer data signals through the existing power transmission and distribution
network. Compared with other wire communication technologies, the PLC requires no extra
charge for building network. The only requirement is to find a wall outlet in a given building and
plug in the power line modem. Both of ZigBee and PLC are used to transfer data from meters to
the coordinator. The main advantages of ZigBee and PLC are easy access and low cost of
installation. In addition, dual communication networks can reduce the data error rate and
increase the reliability of data transmission. Data is transferred from meters to the DCUs which
are also nodes of communication network. The coordinators collect the data from hundreds of
meters and send the data to the local database through the universal asynchronous
receiver/transmitter (UART) interface. Considering cost, the system utilizes the internet to
transfer data from the local database to the center database. The communication protocol
developed based on the proposed communication networks is the embedded common
information protocol which can be easily connected to any communication networks such as
Zigbee and PLC and is embedded in microcontroller of the circuit board.

D. Database and management system

Customer information is stored in both local and center database. The database structure is
shown in Fig. 4. Local database stores data from one or several nearby buildings. All of the data
from the local database can be exchanged between center database and any local database.
Information stored in the database include:

Customer data: customer name, address, customer ID, purchase and payment plans, real time
ergy consumption for each time slot, and balance etc.

Company data: supplier name, address, company ID and promotion plans, etc.
Management software will collect data from all meters, calculate balance for each customer, send bill etc. Management software will also schedule the air conditional load and provide market information to customers.

E. Website

New power market needs to offer multiple rates and plans to meet different requirements from customers. The ITMBS online provides a web portal for customers to buy electricity (may be gas and water) form different companies through different plans. These plans include bilateral purchase contracts with different generation companies. Customer can also buy from spot power market based on real time market prices and pay bill based on time of use. Current system calculates electricity bill for residential customers using fixed peak and non peak hour prices in Singapore. One project from electric market authority of Singapore is testing the possibility to implement time of use pricing and bilateral contract schemes for small customers using intelligent metering system. The proposed system also provides pre and after pay schemes to make the system more flexible. If users select the prepay plan, they should pay for the energy in advance. For prepaid customers, the price may be cheaper than the postpaid. However the system will send the warning signal to the customers from DCU if the money left in their account is close to zero. If a customer failed to top up, the system may stop its electricity supply shortly. Different energy supply companies can provide their bilateral contract plans and promotions in the web.

Past transactions and consumption history can also be seen from the web portal. With the time of use function, the statistic usage pattern can be computed and provided to customers by the web portal. Compared with the existing system, the proposed system can provide the more detail and complete consumption history to the users. Fig.5 shows the website of the ITMBS. Although the website can display all the information, the DCU also provide users quick and easy access to most information of the system.

III. IMPLEMENTATION OF DIRECT LOAD CONTROL

Most unique function of the proposed metering/trading/billing system is its embedded demand side load management using the DCU. Two load management schemes are implemented in the system to allow customers to participate demand side load management in low voltage distribution systems. One is the time setting function embedded in the DCU for customer to set the operating time of home appliances with energy storage function such as water heaters. A customer can select the operating time based on updated price curves which are provided by the system through the website or the DCU. The second scheme is to allow customers to participate the direct load control program provided by control center in a smart distribution system. System operator can use the ITMBS to schedule air conditioning loads to shave peak loads.

A. Direct load shift from customers

In the first scheme, customers directly and voluntarily participate in price incentive load shift. Daily price curve for 48 time slots based on the real time price history can be obtained using the statistic method embedded into the system. The average price curve can be based on data from one, two or many months to allow customer to find price pattern. A typical price curve from Singapore power market is shown in Fig. 6. Customers can set the operating times of those appliances to the slots with the lowest prices. For example, if customer can heat water between
4am to 7am the cost will reduced by half from almost 240 to 120($/MWh).

On the other hand, the simple load shift done by customers can make significant contribution to system reserve management. A typical demand curve of Singapore power grid for a particular day is shown in Fig. 7. The highest demand is 4826 MW and the lowest demand is 3972MW. The highest demands are from 19:30pm to 22:00pm during which people usually take bath during this period. The lowest demand period is from 4:00am to 8:00am. Assuming that 10 percent of 1 million families in Singapore have installed 2 kW water heaters with the thermal insulated water tanks, the maximum demand from those heaters will be 200MW without considering coincident factor. If the average time to heat water is 30 minutes and the demand is evenly distributed in the peak period of 150 minutes after consider coincident factor, the average demand will be 40MW for the period. If 100 percent of those customers can shift water heating time from the peak period to off peak period using the time function in the ITMBS, the power system operating reserve will be reduced by 40 MW. This is extremely significant saving for a power system with high renewable power penetration.

B. Direct control of air conditioning load

Direct control of air conditioning load for residential customers becomes possible with the implementation of the ITMBS. The corresponding automatic switch has to be installed for each direct load control customer and controlled by the DCU. In this test system, random process produced in the central server will be used to sequentially and proportionally turn on and off ACLs during peak period. The on/off schedule of all ACLs can be determined using the existing optimization techniques [5]-[9]. For example, on/off times of air condition loads for residential customers can be determined by system operators based on the customer willingness to participant the program in term of the compensation [17]. Customers are allowed to submit their interruption costs for the peak period 10, 20 or 30 minutes. These data will be sent to system server for system operator to schedule the cycling on/off times and duration. The objective of dispatching off times and durations of ACLs and spinning reserve is to minimize total system cost which include the system energy cost, the system spinning reserve cost and the compensation cost to the ACL customers. It should be noted that all existing techniques can be embedded in the system to schedule the ACLs.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents an intelligent metering/trading/billing system (ITMBS) and its implementation in demand side load management of SGs and SDSs. The DCU of the metering system provides display and control functions to check real time market prices and to remotely switch on/off home appliances. The functions make it possible to allow small residential customers to participate in demand side load management. Customers can adjust their demands through setting the operating time of some of the home equipment with energy storage future such as heaters based on real time price to shift their consumptions and save cost. This will automatically reduce system peak load and prices spikes. Customers can also participate in system direct load control program through the agreement with the control center of a micro grid to shift their air condition demands through changing on and off circle based on the real time prices and weather conditions to save energy and to shift system peak load.
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